5 Ways Games Increase Productivity in Your Workplace

Experiential – or "hands on" – learning has been proven to increase information retention and lead to better work results. You can use interactive and exciting games to develop employee skills that boost your business success.

Here's five ways games can improve your workplace productivity.

01 They create a more engaging and fun atmosphere
Stress in the workplace is common. Games can relieve tension and distract team members from stress and workplace anxiety.

02 They increase employee engagement
If your employees have low enthusiasm, playing games can rally the group towards a common goal, boosting engagement and productivity.

03 They improve communication among colleagues
Games promote lots of discussion and collaboration, which helps employees develop better communication with each other.

04 They create more opportunities for teamwork
People must work together as a team in order to play games, and they can use the teamwork skills they learn throughout the games in their everyday work life.

05 They allow the development of decision-making skills
Games frequently have a time limit and require the team to make swift choices and come to an agreement. Innovation is sparked as employees work through challenges that require efficient decision making.

Redefine team expectations and exceed productivity by trying one of HRDQ’s experiential learning games. www.hrdqstore.com/games